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ABSTRACT --'------"-----

The recent discovery of high··temperature superconductivity brought 

about the necessity of clal'ifying a set of questions. One of these is re-

garding the electron pairing mechanism. Upto now, we have a well-developed 

microscopic theory of the conventional supel'conductivity, the so-called BCS 

theory. lIs we know, the pairing of electrons in this theory is realiz!!d 

through the exchange of virtual phonons. This mechanism leads to the exis

tence of energy gap in the spectrum of elementary excitations of low-tempe

rature superconductivity. And, in the absence of magnetic field, it is known 

that the normal-superconducting transition is second-order phase transition. 

ThllS, the BCS theory gives the recipe for calculating all physical quantities 

of cOllventional superconductors. 

The situation with the high-temperature superconductivity ;s much more 

complex. The mechaIYism of high - Tc superconductivity is still unkonwn. This 

is the reason we decided to give in this pape!' the revie~1 of conventional 

phenomenological t,heories of superconductivity and give new formulation of 

BCS theory ;,/hich is b,lsed on retarded thermal Green's function method. We 

a 1 so attempted to analyze the ava i1 ab 1 e eXperimenta 1 data on hi gh - T c and 

some of the pairing mechanisms discussed in the literature. We finally 

Pt'oposed a mode 1 ~/hich can execute hi gil-temperature superconduct; vity where 
.' '? 

electrons are paired by the exchange of virtual plasmons which can be OOset'

ved in some specially prepal'ed thin films. 
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One of the 9r'b\t d,,-llicVCIIIClits of Lhi! twentieth ccntlll--y in physics is 

the discovel'y of,;he phenomenon of superconductivity. It is ve)'y ple(\sant 

to think of the generation of non··dissipative cur.-ents _ in this state. 

These superconducti ng ma teri a 15 can carry currents without any loss of 

energy or they can be used in los~ess power transmission lines. Other app

Ii cati ons are seen in magnetohydl'odynami c genera tors, acee I era tOI'S, nuclear 

fusion reactors, energy storage, ultra-fast computers, electronic devices, 

medical instruments, etc. This is of great advantage even to developing 

nations since one has pointed out that the preparation of these materials 

is Simple. 

With this in mind, the work is intended to present review of the theory 

of superconduetiv i ty froll! the phenomenal 09i ca I as ~Ie 11 as from the mi croscopi· 

poi nts of vi ew. Furthermore, it is to ana 1 i ze some of the theori es proposed 

on the pairing mechanism of h-igh-·temperature superconductivity and, by far, 

to indicate the seemingly right mechanism responsible - the stimUlated 

pairing by externa I 1 ongi tudi na 1 hi gh frequency e 1 ectri c fi e 1 d app Ii ed on a 

thin film. 

The formal approach to the work is to start with a survey of low 

temperature superconductivity for it can serve as a basement for high 

temperature one. Accordingly, the first chilpter deals with the main experi

menta I data and phenomena log; ca I theo)'i es of low-temperature superconducti

vi1;y" Tr.2se encompass the electrical, magnetic and thermodynamic properties of 

superconductivity Vlhich are explained by the London and GL-equations. The 

GL-theory is a macroscop-ic one. 
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In 1957, Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer (RCS) formulated the micro

scopic theory of supel'conductivity fOI' \'/hich chapter t\'/O is devoted. Here, 

a comparatively simple technique is developed for the description of ground 

state of superconductivity and the spectrum of elementary excitations. In 

general, the microscopic BCS theory is treated lIsing the reatrded thermal 

Green's function since, at present, this is the best mathematical tool in 

handling elementary excitations and, successfully, the necessary Bes results 

are obta i ned us i ng thi s method. Bes i des its great beauty and power, the Green's 

function method is realtively simple and understandable. 

In chapter three, the main physical features and the more plausible 

suggested theories of the newly discover'ed high-temperature superconductivity 

in the new ceramics are given. The stimulated pairing by external longitudinal 

high frequency electric field is indicated too. Nevertheless, to date, no one 

knows the actual pairing mechanism that can fully explain high-temperature 

superconductivity. 

It is understandable that all the diverse views of the modern theory of 

superconductivity and possible applications, especially, the high-temperature 

superconducting devices cannot be covered in this paper since superconduc- . 

tivity has now become a hot cake of the time, meaning thereby, it is now a 

fastly developing and improving branch of physics with, as Nevil Mott said, 

as many theories as there are theorists active in this field. 
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CHAPTER 

Historically, the phenomenon of superconductivity ~Ias discovered by 

Kamerling Onnes in 1911 in Leiden. In his first observation, he found 

that several materials, especially metals slich as mercury, lead, etc., 

showed quite unorthodox behaviour that their electrical )'esistance 

dropped to zero at which it was practically impossible for him to 

measu)'e resistances below a certain critical temperature. Such a vani-

shing resistance made obvious that the sample underwent a change to. a 

new state entirely different from the usual normal state. This pheno-

The temperature at which an abrupt tt'ansition from normal to supercon

ducting state takes place is known as the critical temperature Tc of 

phase transition. Until recently, this temperature \'las supposed to range 

from below 10 K in pure metals to about 19°K in some alloys. But, nowa-

days, in the newly discovered rare-earth-copper ox ides, the trans ition 

temperature is as high as 90 o K.[2] 

It is interesting. to note that the value of the electdcal resistivity 

is as small as 10-24 fI Col in the superconducting state.[3] 

Experiments showed that a superconducting ring placed in a weak magnetic 

field set up persistent currents that sustained for years! In contrast, 

ina norma 1 meta 1, the curren t wou 1 d cease to f101'/ in about 10-12 S. The 

idea of superconductivity seemed to be borrowed from perfect conducti-

vi ty. 
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Superconductivity can be destroyed by heating a sample to T > Tc and 

thus the normal state is attained. Not only this, it disappears if 

the sample is exposed to a comparatively weak magnetic field. (In 

the past, these observations dashed the hopes of the first experimen

ters). Therefore, for superconductivity to occur, both the temperature 

and the external magnetic field must be kept below certain threshold 

values. Thus, it is useful to define the critical magnetic field He 

above which superconductivity is not observed. Experiments with dif-

ferent superconductors proved that He depends on temperature and the 

dependence is given by the empirical relation [3] 

He(T) " He(O) [l-(t )2] 
c 

( 1.1) 

where He(O) is defined as the critical magnetic field at absolute zero 

temperature. If DTc ' then tldT) is zero meaning the sample is no more 

a superconductor. 

1.1.2 The Meissner-Ochsenfeld Effect 

One of the important propet'ties of superconductivity was diamagnetism 

of quite a new type discovered by Meissner and Ochsenfeld in 1933.[4] 
+ 

They discovered that the magnetiC flux density B inside a superconduc-

tor was always zero. This means that magnetic field is expelled from 

an originally normal metal when the critical temperature is reached. 

It is also true that magnetic field never penetrates a superconducting 

sample. 
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The expulsion of the field may be intel'preted by the generation of 

non-decaying (since "00) eddy ctlrn'nts on the supercon<illctincl 

surface, cOlllmon'!y called slIpel'cOlluucting CUITents, I'lhicii IIlaintain the 

external field, This is s'imp1y Lenz's 1a\'/, 

The Meissner-Ochsenfe1d effect is not a mere consequence of vanishing 

resistance but, a ne~1 kind of magnetic phenomenon which can be consi

dered as an intrinsic property of superconductivity. Hence one can say 

that the superconducting state must satisfy the equation~ 

resistivity p = 0 and 

magnetic induction B = 0 
(1.2) 

1.1.3 Quantization of Magnetic Flux 

Suppose a metal ring is exposed to an external field where its plane is 

normal to the magnetic force lines. Decreasing the temperature to T<Tc 

we see that the ring becomes a superconductor and if the field is 

switched off the changing flux will create non-dissipative currents. 

These currents set lip magnetic field that happens to be quantized. MJre 

precisely, the flux ~ prodllced is an integral multiple of the quanta of 

magnetic flux .0 = TIfl c/e. Mathematically[3) , 

4 = n~o (1. 3) 

where Il is an integer and .0 = 2.07 x 10- 7 Gem'. 

1.2 Preliminary Thermodynamics of Superconductors 

Now \'/e come to the thermodynamic treatment of superconductivity from 

which we call understand the meaning of the critical field Hc and examine 

the type of transition. The t~eissner effect exhibits the reversible 
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superconducting transition and this gives a green light to the 

app I icabi 1 ity of the well-known techniques of thermodynami cs[l). 

> 
In electrodynamics, the magnetic field intensity H and the magnetic 

.. 
induction B are related by 

(1. 4) 
.> 

where M is the magnetic moment per unit volume of the substance. If 

we consider a very long superconducting cylinder in a longitudinal 
+ .. 

external magnetic field H, then B = 0 inside as long as H<Hc at T<Tc. 
+ 

If the magnetic field changes from 0 to Ho, the work done on the 

system is 

W = (1.5) 

This energy is added to the free energy of the superconductor as 

Fsh = Fso 
H2 a 

+ -8 
n 

( lo6) 

+ 
Here, Fsh is the density of free energy in the presence of field Hand 

.. 
Fso is when H = O. The subscript s designates superconductivity. The 

thermodynamic. transition at H ~ Hc takes place when Fsh reaches the 

density of free energy of the normal state, Fn. Replacing Fsh by Fn[3] 

H2 
F F - c n - so - -

8n 
(1. 7) 

One can clearly see that the superconducting state is energetically 

more profitable than the normal one, provided that the magnetic field 

is below Hc. Equation (1.7) is regarded as the definition of Hc and 

for this reson Hc is most commonly called the thermodynamic critical 

field. 
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The entt'opy of a system is 

- dF 
s" (-a'i\ (1. 8) 

where F is the density of free energy, T is the temperature and A is the 

work of the system. Using the last two expressions, the difference in 

entropy betl'leen the norma 1 and superconducting states is 

_ ~c(T) aHd t )) 
Sn- ( 4. aT A (1. 9) 

In statistical physics, entropy is identified I~ith the "degree of 

disorder" of the system. Using equations (1.1) and (1.9) we can show 

that the entropy of the superconducting state is lower than that of 

the normal one and one can consider this like a state with more order. 

It is useful to note that the difference in entropy vanishes at two 

extreme> temperatures, namely, at zet·o temperature (Nernst's theorem) 

and at Tc and the latent heat of transition too. Because the normal-

superconducting transition takes place with no discontinuity in ent-

ropy, at thes'e two temperatures it is a second order phase transition. 

The transition shoVis itself clearly by a discontinuity in the specific 

heat. 

1.2. 2 ~peci fic Heat of the Superconductor 

The speeifi cheat is given by 

C " 13S 
aT 

Substituting for S from equation (1.9) Vie obtain 

T a He 2 lHe] 
Cs - Cn " 4i1[ (aT) + He a 12 

(1.10 ) 

( 1.11) 
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He can clearly see that the above example shows that magnetic field 

penetrates into a superconducting sample I'lith a characteristics length 

of penetration i which is typically of the order' of ~OooA. Thus, A 

is called the London penetration depth. Using Haxwell's equation, ~Ie 

see the current will be 

(1.18 ) 

This current flows in a thin surface layer of order l. 

AT T = 0, ns tends to n, the total number of conduction electrons 

(n = Ils + nn) and at T = Tc, nn tends to n or ns tends to zero and A 

tends to infinity. This shows that A is a function of ns as well as T. 

The dependence of l on T is given by an empirical formula[3], 

A (T) = ,(O}[l _(I)' r! 
Tc 

(1.19) 

where ,(OJ is the value at T = 0 which is of the order of 600oA. 

1.4 The landau-Ginzburg Theory. 

So far, ~Ie have studied that magnetic field could penetrate a super-

conductor, eventhough it was to a small extent. ConseqUently, inorder 

to minimize the Gibbs free energy alternating superconducting and 

norma I regi ons must be formed and, eventually, the ques ti on that comes 

to our minds is what happens to the normal-superconducting interface? 

Such situations are ,explained by the macroscopic Ginzburg-Landau (GL) 

theory. 

With remarkable intuition, in 1950, L.D. Landau and V.L. Ginzburg 

i ntrodllced a pseudo wave function of a 11 supercondllct i ng e I ectrtons as 

a complex order parameter in which the density of superconducting 
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electrons ~!aS deti ned by [4] 

Id t') 12 ~ lls/2 (1.20 ) 

Despite its fruitfulness and boldness, the theot~ was given little 

attention until 1959 when Gorkov showed that it was a limiting case 

of microscopic BCS theory, a central idea of the next chapter. 

Before the development of the BCS theory, Landau and Ginzburg proposec 

that, in the absence of external magnetic field, y did not appreciably 

vary in space and was small for T close to Tc resulting in an expansion 

of the free energy in powers of 1~12 as 

, T, T c (1. 21) 

Here Fso is the density of the superconducting free energy in zero 

field, Fn is the density of free energy in the normal state, and 

a and B are phenomenological coefficients. B is always positive but 

for a positive and negative, the values of IPl2 that minimize the 

free energy are, respectively, 

(1. 22) 

and 

(1. 23) 

The first solution corresponds to the normal state while the second 

one to superconducting state. 

If we next consider the presence of magnetic field, we find that ~ 

varies in space: v,. 0 which is associated with the kinetic energy 

of superconducting electrons. In this case, the appropriate thet'mody-

namic function is the Gibbs free energy written as 
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G " 'I [ 0, ,8. I ,'I" + . .,L 1\' _1'11"_ Q.*A+) "'12 +0,2~~r_ t,O(V x~Y]dV 'shOUn ',- <.·10/1" 2 201* 'c ' 8n" H 401 (1. 24) 

~Ihere ~lo is the external magnetic field, Ii " v x A is internal magnetic 

field, and integr'ation is taken over the volume of the specimen. Notice 

that the additional terms are the kinetic energy of superconducting 

electrons and energy of fields. 

We must now find equations for ~(d and A(r) the solutions of which 

after substitution into equation (1.24) minimize the Gibbs free energy. 

Applying the calculus of variations, Landau and Ginzburg obtained two 

phenomenological equations (see Appendix A) 

with the boundary condition 

e* .)- + 
(ifl H+- A~). n ~ 0 

c 

GL-I 

GL-II 

whel'e n was a unit normal to the surface of the superconductor. 

(1. 25) 

(1. 26) 

(1.27) 

The second GL equation is the usual QM expression for current density 

of pal'ticles \~ith charge e* and mass 10*. The BCS theory approves that 

e* ~ 2e exactly and it is natural to choose 10* = 2me . 

1.4.1 The Two Characteristic Lengths 

The GL theory introduces the dimensionless wave function 

~ '( r) = ( 1.28) 

where ~o is defined by (1.23), and it also introduces the natural unit 



of length [(T) at temperatll)"> r YOI' thl' variation of \,'(1') which is 

commonly called the coherence length, 

r,(T) 'fl' = -----
4m lui (1. 29) 

With the above dimensionless parameters, GL equations can be re-written 

as 

2- + 2 2 ~2 ( i v + -;- A) 'v' - 7' + ~'I ~1 ; 0 
o 

(1. 30) 

( 1.31) 

One can unders tand the phys i ca 1 s i gnifi cance of d T) by reduci n9 

(1. 30) to its one dirnens i ona 1 case and app 1yi n9 it to a very thi n film 

of norma 1 meta 1 doped onto a sliperconduc tor. The sol uti on wi 11 have the 

form ~'-e-x/r, which describes that 7' will decay in a characterstic 

length of order ,(T). 

The second characteristic length is 1 and both~ and t - (Tc-T)-I, 

Therefore, it is important to define the ratio of t\~O characteristic 

1 engths. the so-called GL parameter by 

( 1. 32) 

This parameter is approximately independent of temperatuT'e. 

1.4.2 Determination of Surface Energy 

In the intermediate state of a superconductor at which normal and 

superconducting states alternate, on the boundat'y between them one 

can introduce the surface energy 

"T ns ~ _:0'" (Gs h - Gn) dx ( 1. 33) 
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Substituting the value of Gsh from (1.24), after much labor, one 

arrives at 

l ns :=: .-
2n 

To a good approximation, the first integral 
2 

and the second is of the order of - ~~ A if 

ting cases, one finds 

( 1. 34) 

2 

is of the order of Hc < 
2" 

H < He • Taking two liml-

a) ~Ihen It« 1 or A « I; then Tns > 0, the mate~'ial is of first kind; 

b) Nhen If.» 1 or A» I; then 1 ns < 0, the material is of second kind. 

Landau and Ginzburg found the value Jfr ~ 1/12 as the exact separation 

betNeen the tNO types of behaviour. 

1. 5 Two Types_of Superconductor;>. 

Depending on their admittance to externa-I magnetic field, superconduc

tors are classified into tViO catagor-ies: type I and type II supercon

ductal's. Type I superconductors IllHn; fes t the t4ei ssner-Ochsenfe 1 d effect. 

As an illustration, if Vie consider' a long t.ype supel'condllcting cylinder 

in a longitudinal I'leak magnetic field in the intE!rval O<H< Hc, then 
+ 

there is no penetration of field, that is,B "' 0 inside - complete 

Meissner effect. However, once H?Hc superconductivity is completely 

destroyed as is shown beloH. ~Ie should keep in mind that T ~ Tc in any 

case. 

-
H
+ 1 

I Krc 

B 

.' 

" B~O : , . 
<&, 

o 
, =..a-~ ...... u... __ ~ __ ~ ______ l> 

Hc H 

Fig.2. The induction 

B as a function of H. 
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In relatively strong fielrls II 'He the syst.elll \'Iill be neither' in the 

normal nor in the superconducting state but may )Jl'obably break into 

alternating nOl'mal and supereonducting states called the intermediate 

state. 

For the same situations like that of type I, type II superconductors 

are character; zed by the fo 11 owi n9 macroscopi c properties: 

a) for H<Hc} , total field expulsion (A = 0) - Meissner effeGt. 

b) for Hc1 < H< Hc2 , we observe partial penetration of field and per'-

manent superconducting current is generated. 

c) for Hc2 < H < HC3 ' there is no 11eissner effect but, I'le see super

conducting sheath of typical thickness 103 Ao. Above Hc3 supercon-

ductivity is completely destroyed. Hel, Hc2' Hc3 are the first, 

second and thi rd crit ica 1 fie lds respectively. The above properties 

are displayed in F·ig.3. 

B 

/ \,/ , 
0 

5-phase transition 
j 

type I I / 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

./ 

='*' 

./ 
./ 

- type II: 

/ 
" .1 

~,-.-,-----

Hel fIe HC2 

+ -)0-

p
H 

Fig.3. The depBndence of B on II inside cylinder. 
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If the field is slightly grelter than Hel. filaments of small diameter 

(,' f; ) ilppear and they arc dlTanued 'in a triangular lattice to minimize 

the energy. is] Thc,~e filal1J('nts are sometimes called normal cores and 

each of them contains flux .0' To describe this, Abrikosov modified 

London's II equation as [6] 

H + ). 2 V X V X j'j = ~o 6 (r) • (1.35 ) 
" 

vlhere 
$0 is a vecto)' along the line direction and the energy of each 

filament vias found to be 

\~ith thi s energy, the Gi bb' 5 function noVi becomes 

BH 
.r.. lJij - 4"-; 1,J 

(1. 36) 

(1.37) 

where fll is the numbel' ofl i nes per cm 2 and hence nL J is the total 

energy of vortices per cm?; the second is the intel'action term and the 

last one is the magnetic energy \'Ihich is like pressure. For \'leak fields 

Uij can be neglected and the Gibb's function is minimized if 

( 1.38) 

We kno\'l that Hel is the first critical field. 

The critical field of a thin superconducting film of thickness "d" is 

given by [3] 

(1. 39) 

If H> Hq the number of vortices increases and the regions among vort

ices can be Imagined as thin films. NOI", in Our case replacing d by i; 

\'Ie estimate the second critical field HC2 as 

\ 
HC2 - He t (1. 40) 
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Correct evaluations give 

(1.41) 

The third critical fieid is aiso gi'Jen by 

( 1. 42) 

Notice that Hc has nothing to do \~ith type II superconductors. 

1. 6 Josephson Effect and SQUIDS 

As an application we will simply mention here the Josephson effect. This 

is an effect that occurs ~Ihen there is a ~Ieak contact betl"leen two Irdssive 

superconductors described by GL Viave functions of the same ampl itude 

(if they are kept at the same tempe!'ature), but the relation of the 

phases Is not obvious. Weak enough nan··disslpative current can pass 

through the junction (contact) which is qiven by [7] 

= Is sin (81 -82) = Is sin y ( 1. 43) 

where 01 and· 02 are the phases of the hID supenonductors, Y = 01-02 

I s jump in these pha~.es. HIe current dens ity is determi ned by VB of ~ 

since ~,= 'Po ~ ie 

Across the junction a voltage is developed given by the relation, if the 

current exceeds its critical value,which is 

-
2eV = 'ow (1. 44) 

12 
where w is the frequency of oscillation of the current, 00- 3xlO Hz-

-
infrared region; 2eV is the average energy difference bet.leen levels 

of Coope!' pa i rs I n the two superconductors. 
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It can also be shown that the maximum non-dissipative current through 

the junction is 

(1.45 ) 

This suggests the possibil ity of constructing a device of sensitivity 

1O-15 Tm2 for the ratio t/to to be an integel'. Based on this principle, 

superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDS) are constructed 

which consist of two Josephson contacts connected in parallel that can 

register changes of magnetic fields as small-as 10-1°_ lO-"G. For your 

comparison the earth's magnetic field is of the order of O.5G. Moreover, 

equat-ion (1.44) is useful for the measurement of hIe. It is also used 

for control and measurement of s i n91 e quay!ti zed vortex 1 ines as computer 

elements. 
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CHArrER I I 

The phenomenological theory previously discussed could not explain what 

the superconducting state ~Ias. Even, it failed to describe some distin

guishing characteristics of superconducting state. Among them were the 

exponential variations of specific heats at temperatures belo~1 Tc , or 

the existence of energy gap and the so-called isotope effect - different 

isotopes of the same material have different critical temperatures. 

The energy difference bet~leen norma 1 and superconducting states per one 
! 

particle, Hc2/8nn which is of the order of lO-5eV , is responsible 

for superconductivity event hough it is very small in comparison \~ith the 

Coulomb energy per electron ,in metals -leV. At this stage, it was neces-

sary to find or'dering behaviour of electrons in the superconducting 

state when the corresponding energy is much smaller than energies of 

other possible interactions. 

The problem Vias solved in 1957 I~hen Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer 

formu 1 a ted a fundamental mi croscopi c theory (BCS theory) of supercon

ductivity that gave an excellent account, especially, of the electron-

lattice interaction at temperatures very near to zero. It was the isotope 

effect that gave a hint that some how lattice vibrational excitations 01' 

phonons were involved in the formation of superconductivity. 

Before the development of BCS theory, Coope)' (1956) intl'oduced his 

pa i ri n9 theory [8] that if two electrons near the Fermi surface interact, 

they form a bound pair', regardless of how l'leak thp. interaction is as 



long as it is attractive. In ether i'IOt'ciS, if electrons are given some 

kinetic ellcorgy to be i\~lGV'" the Fei';id sur face, they form pair's such tha 

their' bound c't12rgy uuL'.'leighs U:,? kinr,tic energy. These pairs, commonl) 

called Cooper' pairs, have char'acteristic sizes of the order of <olthic 

~Ias i ntt'oduced in the phehomeno I ogi ca 1 theory. They are the supercondu 

tin9 charge carriers. f.1orrover, the pairs do not o~)ey the Fermi-Dirac 

statistics, they are treated like bosolls and a number of them can be 

described by the same wave functions as in the phenomenological GL 

theot'Y· 

In a simple electron gas, the only interactions are Coulomb repulsions 

However, for attractive intc!l'action t~e electron m!lst be coupled to 

another system of particles. The general Hamiltonian for such a system 

of interact'ing particles is given by [9] 

11, L 11,(1) ,1 L V(%) 
"J ->, J" J . L 1 < , ,~ 

(2.1) 

Introducting field operators 

(2.2) 

The Hamiltonian can be re-\'Idtten as 

which is a typical example Jf sccol~d qUentized Hamil~onian. The first 

term of (2.3) is the kinetic e:lergy of e12ctrons \'!;':h resp',~ct to the 

Fermi level: c{k) = 'ii2k"/2m - [F , the se~ol1d term is the interaction 

term which refers i.O the c,2at1";n of to,'o particle, with opposite 1ll0llenta 
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"' + (k, -k) and spins (T, 1') (r stands for spin up and l' for spin down) 

and annihilation of two particles simultaneously by the creation ct, 

and annihilation Ckr operators l'cspectively. TIlt' operators satisfy 

the usual Fermi cowllutation relation: 

(2.4) 

In this section, we will attempt to examine how electrons interact 

through phonons and to determine the sign of the matrix element Vkk' 

(eqn.2.3) of electron-electron interaction in transition from initial 

state I where the electrons are in (kl,k2) to final state II where they 

are in (ki, k2). \>Ie consider a metal at T ~ 0 I'lhen there are no phonons. 

If an electron passes through the medium of the metal it polarizes it by 

attracting ions which overscreen the negative charge of the electron 

such that the excess positive cloud inturn attracts another electron 

resulting in an effective attractive interaction between the two elec-

trons. The effect of the e"'ectron on the lattice can be imagined as the 

+ 
emission of a (virtual) phonon of wave vector q and the electron attains 

a new state ki ' that is, 

(2.5) 

assuming initial momentum of the electron to be kl . The emitted phonon 
-, 

wi 11 be absorbed by another electron of momentum k2 so that 

k2 = k2 + q' 

The conservation of momentum: 

I eads to 
+ • , 
q ~-q 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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Such scattering of two particles exhibits their interaction, electron-

electron in 1:('roction via phonons \'Il1ich is displ,\jlOd belo\'l: 

--~ -~~-
-~ 1 

_~,-~t-z 
Fig.4. Phonon mediated electron-electron interaction 

Next, \'Ie determine Vkk'. The initial state I has energy [6J 

and the final state II has energy 

Ell ~ 2£(k') 

Due to the conservation of momentum, tilel'e are t\'lO alloVied intermediate 

states: electron 1 in state k' and electron 2 in -l( or electron 1 in 

k and 2 in -k' \:lith energies, respectively, 

Ei2 = c(k') +c(k) + ftmq = Ell 

One can sho\'l that the tota I ma tri x element coup ling states and II is 

< I I Vindir\lctl II > ~ Uq + (2.9) 

"here w is defined by: "tim ~ c(k') - c(k) ; iim and l1tl are the energy 

and momentum change of electron 1 in transition I • II • \~q is the 

matrili element of electron - phonon coupling and Uq is the matrix elment 
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of Coulomb repl/1s ion. From (2.9) we see that the second term is negative 

Thus, there i~ an attractive interaction provided that the 

Coulomb part is not too large. 

Similar expression can also be obtained using a simple model of two 

charged liquids: heavy charged liquid of ions and light charged liquid 

of electrons. Assume small charge density fluctuation eon caused by 

external means and proportional to exp(ik,r - i",t) is added to tlie 

system. The equations of motion for the two fluids are [10) 

-¥-
mVF2/3 v2 + + 

mUe = ue - eE 

+ 
MUi = eE (2.10) 

-. 
div(Ui-Ue)) div E _. 4. e[o n - no 

-, 
where t~, ui and + 

m , l1e are the mass and displacement of ions and 
.. 

electrons respectively. E is the self consistent electric field, vF 

is the velocity of an electron at the Fermi surface. 

In the formation of superconductivity only 10ngHudinal vibrtations 

play an important role, say k is along x-axis. 

Now, 1 et us seek sol ut ions of the form 

+ + 
e-ik.r - i",t 

o 
uf = ui 

E = Eo 

, ono is given. 
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Applying Cramer's rule, we g~t ~rnm (2.10) 

where the frequencies for free oscillations of the fluids are 

Vs is velocity of sound, and thus the potential energy will be 

(2.11) 

In the 10\'/ ft'equency limit where hl Is negligible compared to vFk and 

~p( k) but "~"'d k) , we see that 

(2.12) 

This is the expression l'le have been looking for: The first term is a 

screened Coulomb repulsion. The second term is (ue to the presence of 

ions and in the low " limit there is a net neg2tive potential in the 

mode I! 

Cooper suggested a Simple structure of the matriX element of transition: 

[~V' lek- e F I ~ 1\"D lek' - eFi,; fir"D 
Vkk' = (2.13 ) 

0, ic k - OF I" 11"D ; I C k' - ° F I ? .,i 6)O 

Here, eF is the Fermi energy, V is a positive constant. 



The pxpres5 ion for til!' toto' lIlal.I'ix ,,1.'111(>11'[ of such an inL',Dctioll can 

ilpptoach. Th" ('rf(,ctive 'in(yradion win be Lhe r-ouri,,,, component of 

Coulomb intel'action divided by the dif'lecttic constant r[6]: 

The jellium model with certain approximations leads to 

where the phonon frequency 

4,e 2 
- ~-'----

k2 + k2 

S 

'K' s --
(jline 2 

, F 
ion ft'equ2ncy. 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

The equation (2.1S) for ifk hil'; th0 same fortniike (2.12). It is. obvious 

that the fil'St term is Coulomb l'epulsion (sueened) vihile the second is 

phonon-mediated interaction and "k 'is aUI'active for ,,' < "q if the 

COLI lomb I'epu lsi on is vel''y sma 11. 

In this paper, we have appl'ied the Iilethod of Green functions to deter-

mine the energy of quasi'"particies or el'"lllentilI'Y excitations, a method 

\~hich proved to be very powerful, transparent and elegant in treating 

elementary excitations. The starting point of an analysis of such ex-

citation is to express the Hamiltonian in second quantized formalism as 

(2.16) 
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v is tht~ volume of the s,,/steln. 

The Green function can be given in a number of ways. In sLdtistical 

phys i cs the therma I Green funct i 011 is defi ned b y [11] 

(2.17) 

where A and B are operators of any physical observable, 8 (t) is the 

Heviside step fUllction, [ ] means commutator for Bose operators 

while [ J+ is for Fermi operators and ( > is the therrna 1 average 

The equation of motion for the above GI'een function is 

(2.18) 

I·there Ii( t) can be found from the He i senbu'\j equa ti 011 0 f mot i on 

A = i [A , AJ (2,19) 

Next, taking Fourier transf(lrmation of G, the solution we get has the 

form 

1 
G(w,k) - -Ie -EekT (2.20) 

The ground state of 11 system is the one in which all sto.tes upto the 

Fermi level are occupied and the rl]st are empty. Application of ct 
to the ground state will create one particle above the Fermi level and 

in such a pl'ocess excited states of the system \'Ii 11 be generated. 
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The pole of the Fourier component of Green function 9ives the spectrum 

of these elementary excitdti(}Ii:; 'tlhicli \,e l'Ii 11 sel' soon. 

The problem nol'l is, finding 

and substituting into eqn.(2.18) we get 

That is G (A,B) ~ G(CDE, A) 

and finding the equation of motion of G(CDE,A) \'Ie get highet' and higher 

order Green functions which \'Ie can not tenninate. For this reason, we 

transform the Hamiltonian of quartic for-m to the so-called model -

Hamil tonian of -quadratic form so that we \'Ii 11 have the luxury to cons

truct the Green function out of the ct"eation and annihi"lation operators 

of eqn. (2.16) in the ferm of eqn. (2.17) where the Fourier transform-

ation of its equation will automatically give the spectrum of elementary 

excitations. 

2.3 Model Hamiltonian 

ile need to formulate the ground state of su~)erconducting state Nh;ch 

has lower energy than the normal Fermi sea state from the so--called 

model Hamiltonian. 
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\~e knoVi tliat in a normal metal at TeO all statl~s inside the Feyomi 

surface "re oct:upied \·/hilt> those outside nt'e empty. If elpctroll'; are 

provided woit.h some kinetic energy co corne out of the Fermi surface, at 

the expense of th,is, the system has to lose some energy and attraction 

occurs 11hich makes the net energy of the system in this stat'! to be 

less than that of the normal state. One may say nature decides to inc,· 

rease the kinetic energy of the system hoping to ollb'leigh this by 

attractive potential energy. This is also viewed as scattering of 

+ t. t' --+k'. electrons from the state k, -K to K, - The minimum energy 

cort'esponds to the states \'lith pairs (k'" _ok',') occupied and (L .-k,') 
unoccupied. The Hamiltonian that describes such a situation is the so-

called "pairing Hamiltonian" or "reduced Hami ltonian" (Jiven by 

+ + Q H = k" ,c(k)(Ck Ck·~ Ck ' Ck ,}-
T1 T 1 r r V 

(2.2l) 

The first term is the kinetic energy of electrom; that are assumed to 
2 ;{ 

lie above the Fermi surface (c(k) = f121~- - "F}' the second is inter-

act i on term. . 

Inorder to fix the total number of partic1es N, use the Lagrange's 

undetermined multipliers that lead to the transition 

, 

11 + fj - ~N 

11here 

. 
the particle number operator. Thus, the pail'ing Hamiltonian is written 

as 

(2.22) 

where n(k) = c(k) - ~ 
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The HCS theory permi ts opere tor's slich oS Ck ,C k to hav~ non-zero 
~ T 1 

expectation values bk . Tl1i' IIwy \It' clue to coherent superposition or 

the large number of particlE'S present that lIIakE' fluctuations to be slllal 

unlike the normal one where the phases are random. This explanati6n 

helps one to formally express 

(2.23) 

As is stated above 

b* <c+ c+ > k ~ k-r-kt' (2.24 ) 

and define 

(2.25) 

Actually, this is mel'ely a cienotation, nevertheless, b will soon turn 

out to be the BCS enel'gy ga~'.' Now, we re-\1rite the model-Hamiltonian as 

H ~ ,F ,n(k) [C-'-k' C, +C
k
' ,C

k 
,]- ~k1; ,[e

k 
,C

k 
+C

k
+ C+

k 
,)+ LY-m I\TT T \( T 1." t .1T - 1 ( , -r - 'T 9 (2.26) 

Note that 6 is real and opErators such as it 1: C C are replaced vkn'-k,'kT ," 

by their average values. 

He demand this Hamiltonian 1.0 be diagonalized so that it will consist 

of a ground state and spectrum of elementary excitations. 



The s~ectrllin of elementary c;<citaticrt'; c(m be found IJsing rlHkrent 

methods. In this case, vie use the rneLhod of G\'een "unctions to study 

the nature of these elementary 2xcitations or qll<1si-particles. For 

this purpose, \'Ie define the retarded thermal Green function by 

(2.27) 

and 

(2.28) 

where [ ] means anti con~nutator in this sHuation. 

The Heisenberg equation of motion for any operator A is 

(2.29) 

thus, using the model Hamiltonian, Vie get 

.+ i + i ..,'( 

Ckr 
~ 

1) n(k)C k -;r. I> Ck- ' ! n .. [ 

(; -i 
n( kICk! "* .+ = f1 ;, Ck I 

kr - ! 

C~! ' " i + I • 

fi n(k)Ck ,+.1.. b"Ck r 1\ ~ T 

(2.30) 

Cb ,= -i i + 
1i n( k) Ck1 , -11 b ~kr 

Using (2.30), the equations of motion for (2.27) and (2.28) look like 

in G = 1 - n( k)G1 + * (, G
2 

+ott) o kk' (2.31) 

iii G 2 ~ n(k)G;:> + G
1
,\ (2.32) 

Here ott) 
1 '--<, ~ i (.l t (2.33) = -- j e dw 2 'If ~CO 
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Taking Fourier transfonnotlons 

(;>.34) 

We obtain a system of linear equations 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

Solving for G1 and G?, \,Ie finally get 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

If we have Fourier components of Green functions, the spectrum of 

elementary excitations is E(k) ~ 11w for" which corresponds to poles 

of Fourier components of Green flillctions. More precisely, 

(2.39) 

We have obtained the energy of elementary excitations which is the same 

as that obtained in the BCS theory! 

For electrons at t'he Ferm; level n (k) ~ 0 and the minimum value 

E(k) ;s " .. energy gap. 
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Precise electronic speci fic heat ilu,asurements of superconductors revealed 

the existellce of an energy gap beh/een the ground state and elementary 

excitations of the system. Such measurements show that the electronic 

specific heat goes to zero exponentially below the critical temperature. 

He shall now obtain a self-consistent equation for the gap parameter 

using the method of Green functions which. from our point of view. is 

Simpler than the others used so far. 

At this point it is convinient to start with the definition 

6 = ~ kT. ,<C k ,(t)Ck (t» 
II tt - t t 

(2.40) 

which is like the time correlation function between the two operators 

~kT' and CkT • If Vie set the correlation function [11] 

(2.41) 

then the Fouder transform of F( t). called the spectra 1 dens ity function 

J( -). is. in this particular case. given by 

The spectral density function can also be expressed as 

-2fJ Im G 2 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

The positive sign in the denominator refers to Fermi distribution 

Vlhereas the negative one refers to Bose distribution; ~ =k"t as usual. 
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S i nee eqns. (2.37) ami (2.38) can be re-vlritten as 

(2.44) 

and 
A 1 

= 2E(k) [ fiw-E(k) 
1 

1'Iw-E (k) ] , 
(2.45) 

one can show that 

(2.46) 

Now 11 becomes 

11 ~ £! k" ,(C k ,(t)Ck (t» = 2
g

V); J(w) 
V Tt - T 1" n 

(2.47) 

Using eqns. (2.46) and (2.47) we finally arrive at an equation for 

energy gap 

1 ~ E(~) tanh f E(k) (2.48) 

which is again exactly the same as that obtained using conventional , 

methods! 

As a special case, at T = 0, the above equation reduces to 

(2.49) 

whe re ~,,= 11 (T = 0). 
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Evaluating its int.egral equivalent, \"/8 obtain an equation fOI' '\0 

(2.50) 

where N(O) is the number of states at the Fermi level, "'D;S the"Debye 

frequency and v is the volume of the system. 

Ac tua 11 y !!.{Q)JJ.. 2v 0.3 for most superconductors, ii"'D - lOOk 

2.6 Ground State of Superconductor 

and hence 

We now formulate the ground state energy by performing canonical 

transformations on the Halnilton;an (2.26) of" actual" particles. This 

is done by specifying appropriate linear transformations as 

(2.51) 

where uk' vk are numerical coeft-ic.ients; bk are new operators. For 

Fermi character of the ne\~ operators we require that 

(2.52) 

Again, these coefficients can be evaluated using the Green functions 

method (see Appendix B) and the result is 

(2.53) 

There is no lose of genera I ity "if 11e choose tha t a 11 uk a re rea 1 and 

positive. 
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The mode l-Hami ltoni an can be re-expressed i nterms of the ne~/ opera tors 

and replacing b
k
; bkTby I1kTilnd bk\,hkr , by nkl' then the final diagonalized 

model-Hamiltonian (see Appendix C) we obtain looks like 

H = M 
(2.54) 

as required. Note that the occupation numbers nk, and nk,' are given 

by 

, B = k\)k -Boltzmann factor (2.55) 

since E(k) has received the justification"of an energy of elementary 

excitations of momentum 11k. 

Now let us see what the tl'/O terms of eqn. (2.54) are. The ground state 

energy of the tr"l1sformed Hamiltonian is obtained when no particle is 

excited or no hole is created inside the Fermi surface. So it is given 

by the constant term of eqn. (2.54): 

(2.56) 

The second term refers to quasi-particles. Thanks to the Green funct

ions method, we realized that E(k)has represented the energy of these 

quasi-particles. Moreover, the values of u; and V 2 
k 

obtained in 

this analysis (see Appendix C) are the same with those obtained by the 

Green functions method. Physically speaking, vk
2 

is the probability 

that the state (k t , -kr') is occupied and u~ is the probability that 

it is unoccupied. 
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One can obtain an important relation that given the difference in energy 

beh/een the ground state energy of superconductor and the normal Fermi 

sea state energy. In the weak coupling limit \'Ihere °0 « h"D' at T~O, 

it is [4] 

E - E = - !N(O)"o2 
50 n (2.57) 

This difference is the condensation energy at T = 0 and it must, by 

definition, be the same as Hc
2 (O)/8n , where Hc(T) is the thermodynamic 

critical field. 

To summarize, ~Ihat we have done so far is, briefly, \~e obtained the 

ground state energy of Cooper pairs and if by some mechanism a pair is 

broken the two electrons \~il1 occupy higher state. The spectrum of 

these excitations have been studied and an expression for" is obtained. 

The remaining thing may be to see what this" is and now, it is clear 

that. 6 is the minimum possible value of Elk) since even if n (k) is 

zero, that is 'at the Fermi surface, E(k) will be equal to " which is 

positive. So, 6 plays an important role of energy gap - the gap bet-

Vleen the ground state and spectrum of elementary excitations as sketched 

below. 

::==::;:==='~'========) Energy Spectrum of ;:; . J Elementary Exitations 

pair 

Ground State 

In gneral, 8 is temperature dependent, 
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! f the ternper,Hur" of a given superconductor tends to zero, then we 

put 6(0) ~ llo and 

(2.58) 

However, if T 1 0 then A will be a function of T and 

E(k) = N(k) + 82 (T) (2.59) 

The integral equivalent of (2.48) will then be 

(l 
exp(/ n2( k)+ ll2 (T) 

2 ] (2.60) 

where the integral is taken avel' a thin layer of thickness 2f1"'0 near 

the Fenni surface since electrons in this layer are the ones most 

strongly involved in superconductivity. Th-is integral 'is not easily 

integrable, nevertheless, we can simplify "it by taking limiting cases: 

a) T • 0 then 6(T) = 80 which implies 80 /T » 1. 

b) T -, Te then A( T ) + 0 
c hy definition. 

(2.61) 

We seek solution of the form 

II (T) = 80 + 61 (2.62) 

If we also assume n(k) «b then, after much laboY", \~e art'i'te. at a 

final expression (see Appendix 01) 

(21fT! )} _ ll(T) = AoO - b) exp(- 60 /T • 1 « 80 
o 

(2.63) 

that expresses the temperature dependence of 8 and at T ~ 0 it 

reduces to 6(T) = '0 . 
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2.7.1 Determination of,Tc 

The critical temperature Te ' in this t'espect can be defined as the 

temperature at which b tends to zero. Under this condition E(k) = n(k) 

and equation (2.60) reduces to 

9 hooD 1 ~ 
1 = 2v .hOOD lim N(n)tanh 2' n(k)dn (T=Tcl (2.64) 

Evaluating this integral 

(2.65) 

"0 is comparable in magnitude to KTc. The numerical factor fairly 

agrees with the values obtained by many experiments. Experimental 

values of 26 , fOt' many mateirlas, fall in the range 3 to 4.5 KTc. 

As a third case, ~Ie can consider temperatures very cJose but not equal 

to Te, that is, kT~ T «1. For this case, we get [12] (see' 

Appendix D2), 

(2.66) 

or using (2.65) 

biT' T ! T = 1.74(1 - ~r) ,T. Tc 
o c . 

(2.67) 

The variation of b(T)/bo with T/Te is illustrated below that b (T)/Ao 

decreases from 1 at' T = 0 to zero at T " T c' iJ(f)ho 
1 

L._J:_l. 
o 

Fig.5. Temperature dependence of energy.gap in the BCS theory. 
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We would like to briefly present the isotope effect in relation to 

(2.65). 

It was experimentally found that for different isotopes [4] 

(2.68) 

where Mis the mass of an isotope. and the va lue of "a II for most 

mater.ials is very close to 0.5. This effect confirmed FrliHch's sugges

tion that superconductivity could be explained by electron-lattice 
.1 

interaction. And it is true that since ~·fl"D and "D' M2 • it follows 

that TcMt = const provided that v,N(O),g are unchanged from one 

isotope to another. 

2.8 Jhermodynami cs of Sup~rconductors 

Once ~(T) is determined, the temperature dependent energy of quasi

particles ,can ,be found from (2.59), which 'inturn determines the elect-

ronic occupation IlUmbel's Ilk and, by extension, the specific heat of the 

system. The first term of (2.54) does'not contribute at all to the elect

ronic specific heat while the second term contributes to the supercon

ducting state electY'onic specific heat. The variation of the energy of· 
. ~.' 

the superconductor is 

(2.69) 

On changing summation to integration 11e find the specific heat becomes 

(2 .. 70 ) 
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If we restrict ourselves to 101'1 temperatures, we get 

(2.71) 

One can clearly see that the specific heat of a superconductor decreases 

exponent ia 11y for sma 11 temperatures whi eh is verifi ed by experiments. 

Moreover, this exponential dependence vanishes at T = 0 which is in 

good agreement 11i th Nernst I s theorem which d.ictates that both the 

entropy and specific heat go to zero at this limit. 

The remaining thing is the contribution to the specific heat in the 

normal state. In this state, the specific heat linearly increases with 

temperature: 

en = YT (2.72) 

y bei ng determi ned experimenta l1y. 

The above two results indicate that there is some sort of discontinuity 

at Tc· In order to understand stich inconvenience we consider the follo

wi ng s imp I e approa ell. 

The electronic entropy for a Fet'mion gas is given by [4] 

(2.73) 

and the specfic heat beocmes 

(2.74) 

where k is Boltzmann constant, a = l/kT. 
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The first term is thf~ contribution of the specific heat in the normal 

state and it can be shown that it is given by [13] 

(2.75) 

which is continuous at Te. the interesting limit we are looking for. 

The second term shows the effect of the variation of the gap \'lith tem-" 

perature. It is finite below Tc and zero above indicating a disconti

nuity 01' a jump bC in the electronic specific heat at Tc. Equation , 

(2.74) becomes 

C - C 2k E-ank 1 odll2 

S - n + S k 3ETk)" 2" "ds 
(2.76) 

changing summation to integration 

(2.77) 

Thus, (2.78) 

Since d6
2 

ds is negative, IIC is positive or Cs > Cn . 

The overall behaviour of the electronic specific heat is depicted below. 

Fig.6 Variation of 

Specific heat 

\'Ii th T and its 

jump at Tc. 

The conclusion is that the jump in the specific heat ViaS predicted by 

the phenomenological theories and the calcuiations are in good agree

ment with the predictions. 
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As Vie knol1, Gl thrlll'Y is phenomenological one a'ld it does not ~rive the 

interpretations of ;', c ilnd A on the microscopic level. Aftet' Bardeen, 

Cooper and Schr!effer had presented the complete microscopic theory of 

superconductivity, Gorkov succeeded in obtaining formulas that described 

the parameters w, E, ilnd " on the basis of BCS theot'Y. Here, we give only 

the final results. They are different for the so-called "pure" and "dirty" 

superconductors. A 11 phys i cal quanti ti es are wri tten vii th indices "p" and 
, 

"d" which refer to the "pure" and "c1irty" superconductors respectively. 

We ca 11 a materi a 1 pure superconductor if the free path way of electron 

I.» <0 • vlhere E.o is a pal'ameter of GL theory given by <0 = O.181ivF/kBTc • 

kB is the Boltzmann constant. The 'inequality ~ «co is true for dirty 

superconductors. 

As one may expect, the energy gap 6(T) represents the at'der parameter 

in the superconductor and when T tends to Tc it should be proportional 

to the ot'.der .parameter w of GL theory. The exact relation is [14] 

(2.83) 

~d ~ 
[~mVFN( 0 h]t 
1211 kBTc 

6(T) (2.84) 

Further one can get (~ee Appendix D2) 

6(T) = 
8~2 ~ T )t (2.85) (']E;m)2 kBTe(l - T c 

or 
(1 _ + )t 6(T) 2 3.1 kO Tc (2.86) 

c 
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and fOl' the coherence 1 enfJth and penett'il t i on d(!j!~;h. the reSH lts II I'e 

(2.87) 

(2.8.8) 

, ~ A(O)(1 T )-k 'p- - --12 Te: 
(2 '.89) 

(2.90) 

The coefficients" and a of expansion of the fl'ee energy interms of 

'/J are gi ven by 

0p = 
1'12 

1.83 2m _1_(1 -1) 
1;0

2 Te . 
(2.91) , 

1\2 _L(I .. 1) ad '.- 1. 36 2m cot Tc 
(2.92) 

f,p 
1 ·ti 2 2 1 = 0.35 ---'(OJ(--} (kBlCF NO 2mf.o 

(2.93) 

0.2 1 112 2 1 
ad =< 

NWl(2m<ot) (kBTJ
2 (2.94) 

and the GL parameter$ at'e 
.' ~ ... -, 

iip =< 0.96 ~lQl, 
<0 ' 

(2.95 ) 

i'td =< . 0.725 LVll (2.96) 

NO~I 11e shall establish the fI'ame of application of GL theory. In the 

expans ion of the dens i ty of Gi bb I S fl'ee energy wHh respect to pOl~ers 

of pfl V.$" ~e A $12 • \\'e hilve co consider only the first term. This 
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means that we want slow changes of find A on the distance of order '0 
(the size of Cooper pair}. In the case of ~ure superconductors where 

~»~0 ,the condi tion for the ci~,,1 I\.ation of GL theory is I; (T) and 

A(T) » <0' Since «(T) . 1;0 

a hlays 1 arger than <0 wh I eli 

(I .. f f~ , if T tends to Tc ' then I; (T) is 
c . 

impl ies that the condition ,,(Tl »I;~ holds 

automatically. Now let us consider the second condition >-(T) »1;0' This 

is a condition fo)' the appl'lcation of local electrodynamics or this is 

condition for the superconductor to be London superconductor. He kno~1 

T -.l 
that A(T) - 1.(0)(1 - Tc)' and £ .. 1.(0)/1;0 and thus 

(2.97) 

which is rather tough condition since in the first type superconductors 

~may be small. Fo)' example, ::e(Ad·~ 0.01, £.(pb) ~ 0.23. 

In the case of dirty superconductors the domain of application ofGL 

theory is much wider. In such a case the free path \'lay serves as cha

racteristi,c length of non-homogeneity and the conditions for val idity 

of GL theory are E(T) and I. (T)>>f _ Again, since i;(T)- ((,oq~(l i )-l 
c 

then condition dT) »£ takes the forln <0/£ » (1 ,- t ) with ~o »£. There-
c 

fore, this condition is much wider than the usual condition of the vali-

di ty of Landau I s tt\e)'y of second order phase trans iti on. T~: T. « l. 
Refering to the second condition A(r) »£ , in the case of dirty super

conductors I,(T) -1.(O)CE;o£)!(l-t
c
)-! and x- 1.(0);' . This second 

condition can also be writtC'n in the form ;e2(,o» (I_IT)' If ~- 1, 
~ c 

then this is again much wider than the common condition Tr!« 1. 
c 

The conclusion is that, in the case of dirty superconductors (alloys) 



the GL theor'y is tnw to!' the comparative']Y wide temperature range (at 

least qualit"tively). The domain 0;' quantitative application 01' GL 

theory again reduces to 

Tc - T « 1 . 

The phenomenological and microscopic theories can exp'lain all phenomena 

of low-temperature superconductivity. But, recently, superconductivity 

was observed in relatively high temperatures (- 90k). This cannot be 

explained by the conventional theories mentioned above and, so fat', there 

is no theory to explain it. The next chapter is devoted to the experimen

tal results of high-Te and the explanations given to the Jata. 
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CIIAPHR III 
~~-.--.-~~~- .,---"_. 

High-temperature superconductivity \>las first observed by K.A; Muller 

and J.G. Bednorz of the IBM, Zurich, in January, 1986 in the new multi

phased oxides of bal'ium, lanthanum and copper with transition tempera

tures upto 40k[15]. These new materials which are oxide ceramics are a 

completely new class of superconductors, the Cu-O Per'ovskite-type 

materials. This discovery became a break-through in the theoretical 

and experimental work on high-temperature superconductivity and a number 

of groups observed that Tc exceeded the boil in9 point of nitr'ogen (77k) 

in these new materials. 

After Bednorz and HUller, Uchida et a1.[16] at the University of Tokyo 

made a further step identifying La2_xBaxCu04_y ~Iith x - 0.1 as high-Tc 

phase, which has the layered pey'ovskite k2NiF4 structure. Chu and co-

'worker's at the University of Houston reported onset superconductivity' 

near 70k in La-Ba-Cu-Oxide and they found that the transition can be 

enhanced by pressure[l7j. In fact, when Wu et al. reported superconduc

tivity above 90k,in, barium, yttl'ium and copper terniary oxides (YBa2 -

CU307_x)' there arose considerable exciteme,nt and interest and number' 

of groups found comparable Tc's by replacing yttrium by trivalent 

rare-earths La-Lu[I8). These developments are promising that room-tempe

rature superconductivity may be possible with these ceramics in the 

near future. 
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According to Tanaka of the Un i vers ity of Tokyo, hi gh-T c cerami cs are 

grouped into three: BaPb1.,xBi x03 (a prototype of the newly di scovered 

compounds) with Tc=14k, La-X-Cu-O (X"Ba,Sr,Ca) with Tc - 40k, and 

Y-Ba-Cu-O for which Te' 90k[19]. 

There are several reports with different high Te in substances of 

different compositions, but Tanaka insisted that these can be classified 

as real superconductors, if the structure of the material is clarified, 

the Meissner effect exists, the electrical resistance vanishes and the 

experiment is reproducible. 

3.2 Main Experimental Data 

Preparation and Structures 

Since the discovery of, the new materials, great efforts have been done 

in the preparation of quality materials with higher and higher Tc's 

from· different compositions of rare-earth-copper-oxides. The preparation 

of these materials is simple. The Ba-La-Cu-O compound can be prepared 

[20] by mixing in the appropriate ratio nitrates of barium, lanthanum 

and copper, and precipitating the solid mixture with oxalic acid. The 

solid precipitate"is heated at 900°C for five hours, pressed into 

pellets at 4k bar and sintered at 900°C. 

X-ray diffraction studies revealed that samples prepared in this way 

consisted of three phases: Lal_xBaxCu03_y with perovskite structure, 

,La2_xBaxCu04_y with a layered perovskite structure of the K2NiF4 type 

and CuO. 
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ChU observed that the resistance of several V-, Sc- and La- based 

. multiphase Ba~Cu-Oxide samples at temperatures liS high as 240k dropped 

by two orders of magnitude(21]. C.Y. Huang also found a sharp decrease 

in resistance of at least four orders of magnitude at - 230k inone 

annealed sample of Eu.,Ba2Cu306+6[22]. Some argued that this could be 

a metallic trahsition to one \~ith resistance smallel' by three or four 

orders of magnitude. However. experiments shoai/ed the Meissner effect 

which proved that it is truly superconduction. For instance, 

YO .33BaO.67(u02.33 t6 showed the onset of superconduct 1 vity at 120k .. 

attaining zero resistance at 87k and the highest Meissner effect of all 

the high-Tc materials(23]. A highly conducting material will never show 

the Meissner effect. It is almost certain that persistent currents exist 

5 i nee the res i stance of, say. YBaCu04 samp,l e 1 s 1 ess than 1O.n n. The 

value of the superconducting current density is about 10
6 

A cm-2 in some 

materials. 

Magnetic Behaviour 

The fact that magnetic field is expelled from a superconductor indicates 

that the. standar~;.p),~ture of a sea of conduction electrons is inappro

priate. This behaviour has been called "perfect-diamagnetism". but it 

differs from convention~l diamagnetism in that macroscopiC surface 

currents are its deriving force[24]. 

The new oxides are type II superconductors with upper critical fields 

greater than 100 teslas. To obtain A and ~ for these materials has so 

far been difficult due to their anisotropic structure. 
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One impo)'tant oDset'vation 'is the quantizat"ion of magnetic flux in a 

high-Tc yttrium based ceramic superconductor. The value obtained :or 

the flux quantum was O.97±O.04(h/2e) where h is Planck's constant and 

e is the electron charge(23]. This serves as an indication that the 

charge carriers are electron pairs as in conventional BCS case. This 

implies the existence of coherent states in the newly discovered 

materials. 

Josephson Effect 

The a.c. Josephson effect in mixed-phase Y-Ba-Cu-Oxide sample below 

240k, giving a very strong evidence for superconductivity, was detec" 

ted[25]. 

3.3 'possible r~echanisms of High-Temperature Superconductivity 

Since the recent di scovery of hi Sh-T c st!perconduct i vity, there has 

been a torrent of experimental and theoretical \'Iork both in finding 

quality materials with some concentration of oxygen for genuine supel'

conducting propel'ties and understanding the lilechanism responsible for 
_*-. ,!..l .. 

it. Of course, no one doubts that high-temperature superconductivity 

is related to the fo"rmation of condensate state where the charge carriers 

are electrons or ions whether paired or not remains to be seen. Accord

ingly, a number of possible pairing mechanisms are proposed by many 

researchers and here we sha 11 mention some. 
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Ref'PI'ing to the pair'ing meclianism of 101'1·temperature superconductivity 

which is the atttdctive inti!raction of electron, l\fHn- the Fermi sur·face 

mediated oy the exchange of phonons, \'Ie see that this cannot account 

fOt' the pl'operties of the new materials[26]. For e.xample, in tlli!! frame 

Tc is of the order of a few degree k{~lvin.ln add:(tion1the isotope. 

effect is absent in the new materials. Eventhougn,: the parameters of 

these new materia 1 s are somewhat unusual, tllj:;!icharg'e carriers arc elec~ 

tron-pairs and it seems that many theorists.agree~that.the possible 

high-tempeI'atlwe mechanism is pair' formatiqi"l bu(bt sO!f.eI~hat stronger 

mechanism than that of Cooper(27]. 

Stron9in at a1.(16] pointed out that an exotic n~~lli1eC!)f\llism such ali 
. . 

excitonic at' bipolaronic mechanism fOl' the lnteraCtiollb.etl1eell elecM 
. c· 

trons might lead to the fonnation of Coopet~ pairs\and h(i~ce supet,collduc-

tivity. The polaron is usually described as an el"ctron,(ora positive 

hole) which has trapped itself in the potential well of its interactions 

\'Iith til!'. 'id.U·ice; a bipolaron is merely a pith' ofpola\~or.s or locflli~ed . 

electrons. It is questionable whether' Bosecondel1sation of bipolarons 

'j s poss i b le ~:1d causes slJpet'COndllctivity. Tbe anS~'1er tothaseQuestlons 

was yes but not in the case of high--temperature! 6uperconductivity[2S}', 
·-.H_ 

. -. , 
Vladmil' Kresin[20] proposed that the pairing intel'.action in the. oxides 

is mediated rot only by 10l1-freqll€,l1cy phononsbt, alsO'by plasmons. 

the quanta of plasma oscillations of the electrol1gas. ,fIe ul'gued that 

the pli1sma dispenion is t'lat of a t\'.) dimensio::al' system and these two 

dimensional plasmon:; gi Je 11 significilnt contributipn to tile pah-ing 

interaction, 
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We can cite more and rno)'!' suggested pairing mechanisms but, to date, 

we do not kno\'! which om' is the actual mechanism responsible for high" 

Te superconductivity. Any suggested mechanism may seem to be true. 

Hence, to elliminate the frustrating avalanch of theories, microscopic 

probes are being used. These are expected to elucidate the geometrical 

and electronic structure of the superconducting phase[16]. 

As Anderson[26] pointed out, the electron-phonon interaction mechanism 

in high-temperature superconductors YBa2Cu307 and EuBa2Cu307 seem to be 

effectively el1iminated. There are two reasons for this. The first is 

the observation of atomic moments on Cu sites in La2Cu04 of at least 

0.5 Bohr magneton. Magnetism in the d-transition series to which Cu 

belongs is invariably,due to strong interelectronic repulsion. Therefore. 

theories such as BCS and bipolaron based entirely on electron-electron 

attract'ive interaction may not apply to high-temperature superconduc

tivity. The other result arguing against strong phonon coupl ing is crys

talographic '(tetragonal to ot'thorhombic) transition in the lanthanum 

compounds. This transition is expected to be accompanied by the appea

rance of an electronic charge density wave, but this was observed to be 

iI'relevant to the electronic structure. In this frame work, exchange 

mechanisms consistent with the repulsion such as the resona,ting valence 

bond (RVB) theory based entirely on short-range electron-electron repul

sion are not ell iminated. According to Anderson(20], in La2Cu04' pairs 

of nearest neighbour electrons are in a spin-singlet state, but there 

is no long-range anti-ferromagnetism. The bonds that bind pairs of 

electrons in a singlet configuration fluctuate: The spin of an electron 

may pO'jnt up at one instant because its neighbout' to the right pOints 
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down; the next instant it may be down because that of its neighbour to 

the left is now up. Anderson called this a "resonating valence bond" 

state. TiH" magnetic singlet pairs of the LU2Cu04 insulating state 

become chal'ged supe)'conducting pairs when the insulato)' is doped suffi

ciently st)'ongly[29]. The mechanism for superconductivity, according 

to this theory, is electronic and magnetic although weak phonon inter

actions may favour the state. Thus, if this is the right mechanism, 

phonons play no role but this cannot be verified experimentally until 

single crystals are available. 

3.4 The Possibility of StimulatiB.9Yairing in Thin Films in High Frequency. 

Region. 
• 

The above discussed pairing mechanisms have limitations and, so far, we 

donot knoVi which is the right one. We know that from BCS theory Te 

depends on "D.N(O) and V. For increasing Te. we need modifications 

of these variables by some mechanism. This led us to re-examine the 

two liquid model of sec. 2.1 and for simplicity we cons'idered a very 

thin metallic film whose electrons and ions are imagined as two-charged 

liquids. We studied the possibility of attractive interaction between 

electrons in the low f)'equency limit:, that is, 

Once more, in the high frequency region (., ~ Nil; N» WL (k) , one can 
o 

get, from equat·ion (2.12), negative sign of Vk if '" is in the interval 
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This produces limitation on k. Since "'top> v,,2k 2 /3, fo'r typical 
o 

8 
values vF -10 Gm/s, k < lOG cm-' and the corresponding 

o 
wave 1 ength A" lOOA so the i nequa 1 ity (3.2) is va 1 i din the long wave 

where (! is very close to 1 

then equation (2.12) can be re-written as 

Vk = 4.e
2 

[ 1 k2 -
(3.3) 

The first term is inverted Coulomb (negative) and the second is screened 

Coulomb interaction vlith screening radius rsc' vF/wR • This interaction 
o 

is attractive. In t)1e BCS theory, the frequency " arizes from vibl'ations 

of electron density: Unfortunately, in our two-liquid 
, 

model vie donot have high frequency force which can stimulate the corres-

ponding high frequency vibration of electron subsystem in the range of 

frequencies given by (3.2). However, we can create such a source of 
, . 

high frequency vibrations using external agent. One should keep in mind 

that longitudinal vibrations of electric field can penetrate into plasma 

only when 002 > "p2 + vF2k2/3. If ,,2 <"p'2 + vF2k2/3 such vibrations 
o 0 

can penetrate to a sma 11 extent only. This can be shown by sol ving (2.10). 

13(", 2(k) _ ,,2 

E(Z) = exp {-.!...p----" Z } 
_ vF 

(3.4) 

where E(Z) is the longitudinal electric field in plasma from the 

external source. 
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For,a thin film of thickness 

"p 
o 

(3.5) 

e 1 ectri c fi e 1 d will pract i ca 11y completely penetrate into the fi 1m and 

can be considered as the driving force for electron sub-system. (For 
o 

example, if "" 0.98 we get d -103 A which is a reasonable thickness 

of films). This means that we can consider the fluctuating external 

source in (2.10) oscillating as eikx-i"t with" in the range 9iven 

by (3.2). In such a system we can stimulate pail'ing of electrons in C,;" 

high frequency range. 

For typical metals, £F -lOeV and 1iwp - O.leV ~Ihich shows that only 
<) 

electrons within a thin layer near the Fermi surface take part in pair

ing. Hence, it seems we can use the relation 

Tc .2i1"p exp (-l/N(O)V) 
o 

(3.6) 

which was obtained in the BCS theory. If we leave the coupling constant 

V to be unaffected by the replacement of "0 by OJ P , then we get 
o 

Te > 40k. 
.~ , 

One can show that in a specially prepared thin film which consists of 

small metallic balls longitudinal high frequency collective vibrations 

of polarization "-"p /13 can occur. Thus, we can propose the experi-
o 

mental study of the possibility of stimulating pairing in the high 

n'equency region using a thin film of small metallic balls doped onto 

a continuous thin film of the same metal as shown in Fig.? below. The 
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thickness of the films can be chosen according to (3.5) so that lon9 i -

tudinal high hequency electric field compiete'ly penetrates into the 

fi'lm. 

Metallic thin balls 

Fig.7 Metallic thin films 

At sufficiently low temperatures, one can ObSel"Ve drop of resistance 

due to pairing of electrons that results from exchange of high frequency 

plasma vibrations in metallic balls. The~dea of constl'uctiol1 of such 

an experiment was proposed by V. 14a 1 nev*, Mul ugeta Beke 1 e and Sa 1 ah 

Ahmed[30). The final confirmation of this hypothesis can be done only 

experimentally. 

* Permanent Address: Kiev State University, Kiev, USSR. 
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The theory of low-tempera tUt'e superconduct i vi ty after the di scovery of 

the paidng phenomenon by Cooper and formulation of the microscopic BCS 

theory can be, at present, considered as a well-developed branch of 

solid state physics. Nevertheless, for the description of different 

phenomena in conventional superconductivity, we have to enlist practi

cally all branches of theoretical physics: quantum mechanics, field 

theory, statistical physics, etc. since the superconductivity problem 

can be studied as a many-body problem. We have also to use modem tech-

niques, for example, Green's function method. 

This wot'k has started with the analysis of expet'imental data, particu

larly, the phenomenological theory, GL-equations, and Abrikosov's 

modified treatment of type II superconductors that can describe practi

cally all phenomena in conventional superconductivity. 

The BCS tfleory ca.n be taken as a good example of one aspect of many

body problem, namely, the interaction between electron gas and vibra-" 

tions of unique crystalline lattice,a probleln that can be solved. The 

significant feature of such an interaction is that it results in a neVi 

ground state-supel'Conducting state caused by attractive interaction 

between electt'ons mediated by phonons. At :r = 0, this ground state , 

possesses 10Vier energy than the ground state of normal metal. The 

excited states or the spectrum of elementary excitations is separated 

from the ground state by an energy gap that depends on the coupling 

of electron-phonon interaction, density of electron states on the 

Fermi surface and on the limiting frequency "0 of crystalline lattice. 
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The ground state call be considered as a system of Cooper pairs that 

forms the so-called condensate. In this state, current can exist which 

is non-dissipative upto the so-called critical current at which Cooper 

pairs are broken. 

The further development of the conventional theory is now mostly connec

ted with the prediction of the application of different superconductors 

as new physical devices. 

The recent discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in ceramics 

drastically changed the direction of research in the phYSics of super

conductivity. The crucial point at this time in the theory of supercon

ductivity is the increase of the critical temperature and understanding 

its mechanism. Now, the common point of view is that the superconducting 

state in these new materials is also a state of paired electrons though 

the availability of energy gap in many cases is under question. 

From our point of view, the theory of high-Tc superconductivity can 

be built only on the basis of the experimental data concerning the 

microscopic structure of these materials and their behaviour in diffe-

rent phYSical conditions. The agreement on the pairing of electrons in 
" high-Tc reminds one the isotope effect that includes phonons into the 

theory. However, upto now, the existence pf the isotope effect in 

high-Tc superconductois have not been established. 

The main goals of this paper are, in the first place, revie~1 of the 

modern state of the theory of superconductivity in conventional case 
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and secondly the relevant simplification of the description of the 

ground state and spectrum of elementary excitations the energy of 

which was found by the development of comparatively simple method of 

retarded thermal Green function. Despite the possession of the complete 

data of the modern state of high-Tc superconductivity. we decided to 

propose for discussion the possibility of stimulating pairing in thin 

metallic films that can result in Tc > 40k. The external longitudinal 

electric field in this model is still unspecified. This model regards 

the high frequency longitudianl optical phonons or excitones. Neverthe

less, further investigation of this phenomenon lies beyond the scope 

of this thesis. 
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APPENDIX A 

Derivation of the Landua-Ginzburg Equations 

+ 
The expansion of the Gibb's free energy with respect to '(r) and A(r) is 

+ 
given by (1.24). Minimizing G with respect to 0/*, keeping A and 0/ constar 

we get 

+ e*+ Let q ~ -i1\v'/I-- A'/I, then v.(O'ii*q) ~ o'v*v.q+q. V6~'* and c 

1 e*+ e*+. e*-)-
6",*Gsh~ fdV[aw+il$I~I'+ -- {iiW (-iiiV~-- A~)-- A(-rl\v~-- M)l] x , 2m* . C c C 

(A .J 

(A.l 

hnere s encloses the volume V. Since 0"* is arbitrary, the integral is zerc 

if the integrand vanishes, Hence, we obtain the first GL equation as 

o GL-I (A.~ 

with its boundary condition 

e*t' (i1\ v~ + eM). n ~ 0 (A ,l 

+ 
Again we minimize G with respect to A so that 

(A. ~ 

+ 
Applying similar procedures \'Ie obtain (for arbitrary 6 A) 

'1'1 * (e*)2., _1_f....(~*V9 .. V?~*) + __ , _. A IW + 41, vxvxA ~ 0 
2m*c m"c 2 " 

(A. ( 
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ocr 
Using the Qt4 expression of the current density J dnd Maxwell '5 equations, 

\~e have 

(A,1) 
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APPENDIX B 

Evaluation of uk, vk Using Green Function Method 

The Green function Vie defined to obtain the spectrum of elementary excita

tions is given by (2.27). If Vie introduce the linear tl'ansformations 

then, for Fermi character of bk 

Using (B.1) equation (2.27) can be given as 

Assume 

and 

Substituting these into (B.3) and taking its Fourier transformation Vie 

finally get 

Thus, one can write 

2 ~[l+n(k)] d 2 -2'-[ l-E-(k(FJ lIk = 2 ETl<) an Vk = 

(B.1) 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4 ) 

(B.5) 
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APPENDIX C 
-<---~---

.Diagonal ization of Noclel-HamiI!g.'l.iall~ Canonical T,'ansformations . 

. We want to reduce the model-Hamiltonian (2.26) to the form 

( C.l) 

where Eso is the ground state energy and E(k) is the energy of quasi-particles. 

For this, substitute the transformations (B.l) into the Model-Hamiltonian 

(2.26) and diagonalize the Hamiltonian obtained after substituting by 

setting non-diagonal elements to zero. In other words, we choose uk and vk 

such that the coefficients of terms like bk ,bk & b+k b+k ' will be zero. So 
T 1: T - T 

Vie get 

This relation and (B.2) yield the values of uk and vk the same as that 

obtained in Appendix B, that is, 

U2 ~ l[l+~~tl] . 
k " nn ' 

(C.2) 

(C. 3) 

Again, using this result and replacing bt bk,by nkTand bt,b
kt

, by nk,' , 

Vie write 

or (C.4 ) 
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APPENDIX D1 

In the case T ~ 0 or ,\ (T) "' "0 and tak"ing ~(k) ~" we write (2.60) as 

(D. 1 ) 

With the Binomial approximation 

(~2(k)H2(T)~ = 6(1+ n:~k»L i\(1+n~~~» (0.2) 

the integral will be simplified as 

(0.3) 

where N(O), the number of states at the Fermi level, can be taken out of the 

integral sign. Now, Using the sUbstitution x = nIT for the last integral, we 

see the solution of (D.3) to be 

. 1 12nT -"/T)_ [ ( 1 ,I2nT -6fT (-1- 1 2"T -6/1 
sln h{N\OTV + -6- e -} exp N\OTV+ -o-e -exp N(OlV -,,-e 

(0.4) 
where the last term can be neglected. 

Since 

for small x, ~/e see that 

1'iw o 1 (1) (/2" T - 6/T) = AfT} = , exp N\OTV exp -6- e 
1 12nT _6fT t exp(N\OTV}[l+ -6- e ] (o.5) 

Since T is very small, to a good approximation 6 can be replaced by flO in 

the last term and we finally obtain 

l>(T) = 60 [1 J2;,T e- 60 / TJ , T ~60 (D. 6) 

Thi sis an equa ti on for energy gap as a function of tempera ture: At T = 0, 

6(T) = "0 as expected. 
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T Close to Te 
---------

If x = niT, then (2.60) becomes 

1 _ 
N[O)V -
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(0.7 

where u2 " 6 2 /F« 1. Since ,\(T)·O if T+Tc, we can use the series 

expansion 

1 

and 
1 _ ;; 

NTOJil - 4 n=o 

or 
tiwo 

f 1 tan h ;<. dx x 2 ( 0.8: 
o 

where ~(3) is the Riemann Zeta function (<13) , 1.202). The first term of 

(0.8) can be obtained by parts and ~Ie obtain 

where Y is Euler's constant [12]. 

For T close to Tc , 

hOOD _ '1'1"0 
T - T-Te+Te 

1 _ 
But we know that ~V-

liooo 
ln -

Te 
- In.E.. - definition of Te: 2Y 

small x, In(x+l) • x and it follows that 

Te = 0.5160' For 

(0.9) 
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